To the DC Government Operations Committee,

On behalf of the DC Caucus, the Steering Committee of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC) writes to you to advocate for a new, state-of-the-art Archives; significantly more staff and upgraded facilities for the current Archives; and comprehensive records management for the DC Government.

MARAC is a volunteer, regional consortium of archivists who live and work in the states of Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia, and in the District of Columbia. Our mission is to provide affordable archival education, encourage diversity and inclusion in the profession, foster collegiality among archivists, and support archival advocacy throughout the MARAC region.

MARAC joins in supporting the Bowser Administration’s commitment to a modern, state-of-the-art District Archives and to move the Archives to a new facility at the University of the District of Columbia (UDC).

Regarding the budget, we support the following comments and requests put forth by the Friends of the DC Archives:

**District Historical Records Advisory Board Funding.** The FY20 budget does not appear to contain any funds for the District Historical Records Advisory Board (DHRAB), created by the Council at Councilmember Todd’s behest. It needs $200,000 to begin operations, most importantly to study the state of all of the District Government’s archives and its records management program, an essential task as the Archives prepares to move into a new facility.

**Office of Public Records Funding.** With only six staff-members, the Office of Public Records is grossly understaffed. It should be planning the move to the new archives facility, but its staff is stretched so thin that it is forced to use volunteers to carry out basic functions. We ask the committee, at a minimum, to double OPR’s funding and staff positions. This would be a down payment on bringing OPR to par with similar state archives’ staffs.

**Archives Capital Budget.** The new Archives facility project is in the capital budget (AM0-AB102-ARCHIVES) for $65.4 million, $7 million less than last year. We ask the Committee to query the Administration on the budgetary and planning status of the project and why the proposed reduction.

MARAC understands that construction of the new Archives depends on the purchase by UDC of the building at 4250 Connecticut Avenue, where the UDC staff now in Building 41 will move,
freeing the Building 41 site for the new Archives. We agree with the Friends of the DC Archives that funding for that purchase is necessary.

In closing, we hope the DC Government Operations Committee will strongly consider these requests and provide the necessary funding to the DC Archives.

Respectfully submitted by the DC Caucus members and the Steering Committee of MARAC